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For beginning and advanced sewers, this book reveals simple methods to achieve a
professional-seeking tailored blazer, layer, or jacket.
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An oldie, but a goodie. I researched and made a decision to purchase 3 tailoring books to
teach myself how to. If you would like "tailor made" instead of "do-it-yourself" this is the book for
you . I purchased an "older" edition of this publication that was in surprisingly good shape.
Step up your sewing. What I like concerning this book are two things: 1) it divides the skills into
levels (hence the easy, easier, easiest explanation) that corresponds to the type of finish and
look of the garment: much less constructed, more informal to even more structured, classicly
tailored. Obviously one takes additional time and measures than another, and 2) it has
produced me understand what else it is about tailoring that I have to know that isn't included
here. First-time out, I produced a knockout tiger striped brief blazer with black lapels with an
understructure that means it is hang just as flawlessly as I prepared. I possibly could also use
more detail/information on fitting. This well may have come into play on later on editions, so I
can not be too critical. I welcome this to my gradually growing sewing library after years and
years of neglect. It gets the fundamentals for understanding the tailoring process... Four Stars
Great reference tool Three Stars cheap and simple instructions... What I'd have prefer to see
were bigger drawings, or simply photographs with more detail and the tips and tricks integral
in professional garment building. Great book for tailoring class I use this publication as the
textbook for a tailoring program at a local community college .Learn to tailor! Dollar for dollar,
it's really worth sewing: tailored jackets certainly are a high-costed retail item that totally pays
for you to make yourself! I feel this book is an wonderful, thorough reference I feel this book can
be an wonderful , thorough reference , and I have already been able to make many jackets
that fit and hang beautifully because of this . I would suggest it to any sewer who's not used
to making a tailored garment , and to experienced sewers, because many of the methods can
quickness along your sewing without compromising your result.. It knocked people OUT! It really
is well written with exceptional illustrations, and details 3 different options for tailoring a jacket.
Five Stars Easy to follow/simple instructions Five Stars My partner LOVES it! Good book for
beginners and beyond I am not used to tailoring and I came across the info easy to digest.
Wish it were still in print. Five Stars This is my go-to book for tailoring questions. I appreciate the
layered method of presenting the info.show yourself TAILORING! This is one of them..
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